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tone2 has a built-in library with a total of 1,700 different presets. the presets are organized in groups that cover all styles, such as acoustic, electronic, drum and bass, hip hop, alternative, ambient and many more. to create your own custom waveforms you can use electrax's oscillator as a source to easily morph your own samples to create new sounds. you can also use the pre-made wavetables included in electrax to create sounds quickly and easily. in addition to this you can also resynthesize your own waveforms from samples or import custom wavetables. jordan valley wall climbing installation
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In a similar way, you can also extend ElectraX's capabilities by modeling a wide range of hardware effects. Unusual circuits can be patched to build your own unique effects. The 27 built-in effects are based on the famous
Roland SP-404 ring modulator and cover effects such as flanger, chorus, phaser, echo, tremolo, delay, digital reverb and speaker simulator. You can change the effect send and return level and even mask it with an LFO or a

step sequencer. For a more versatile use, you can let the built-in effects rout to an assigned modulation output. Filter effects The four stereo-pass filters in ElectraX are based on classic analog Roland and Progaz filter designs
with the concept of minimum phase, which guarantees the highest-order stability and distortion. The freely assignable filters are completely analog. And of course the user has access to a large range of choice via the filter-
master volume. The Oscillator of ElectraX can be used as sine, triangle, square, sawtooth, pulse, pulse width, pink or pulse position mode. Step control or modulation of the triangle mode can be assigned via external MIDI

controllers. As a special feature of the triangle control, the "silent" position can be assigned to generate a missing or absent note. To be able to process every note, the ElectraX can hold up to 70 waveform tracks. Textures and
soundbanks are a useful tool to create patches and sound sources. Retro gaming on the Mega Drive and SNES, Genesis and Mega CD or the Sega CD and Mega CD are simulated perfectly. 5ec8ef588b
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